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In 1894 W. Roux (24)  described a phenomenon, to which he gave 
the name of "Cytotropism," and which is manifested by  forces of 
attraction (and sometimes of repulsion), between isolated blastomeres 
of a frog's blastula.  Roux strongly emphasized the importance which 
"Cytotropism" may have  in  the mechanism of  determination  and 
development of the form of organisms.  As to the physical nature of 
the forces involved, Roux suggests and discusses the possibility, that 
they may be of the same nature as the forces observed in the phenome- 
non of "chemotaxis."  To the author's knowledge nothing, however, 
has been done towards a  theoretical study of the physical nature of 
chemotaxis,  except  a  paper  by  L.  Rhumbler  (23).  According  to 
Rhumbler,  the positive  chemotaxis  is  due  to  the presence,  in  the 
surrounding medium, of substances which lower the surface tension 
of, the cell.  If the concentration of those substances around the cell 
is non-uniform, the cell will have a smaller surface tension on the side 
turned towards the higher concentration, and this will res~xlt in the 
formation of an amoeboidal protrusion in this direction, with the result 
that the cell will move towards places of larger concentration.  The 
correctness of this conclusion is illustrated by Rhumbler on non-living 
models. 
Any kind of mechanical forces between cells may play an important 
r61e in the determination of the form of the tissue composed of those 
cells (6).  If we wish, therefore, to attempt a physical explanation of 
the organic form, we necessarily must first of all study the various 
physical  forces,  which may  come into  play.  A  physical theory of 
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organic forms must be preceded by a  general mathematical  theory of 
the forces which may play a part in the development of these forms. 
The purpose of this  article,  which is intended  to be the first  step 
of a  theoretical study on the physics of organic form, is to show that 
mechanical forces of various kinds between cells must be expected on 
a rather general physical basis, and do not require any special assump- 
tions for their explanation. 
We wish, however, to emphasize strongly that no claim is made in 
the  following that  the  forces which  we shall  study actually  explain 
the phenomenon  of "cytotropism."  The latter may or may not be 
due, at least partly, to forces of such a nature as those discussed here. 
But if we wish to have a theoretical insight into the possible mechan- 
ism  of  a  complicated  phenomenon,  we  should,  following  the  usual 
procedure of theoretical physics, first make a mathematical  study of 
some simpler,  idealized, but possible cases.  And whatever the com- 
plete explanation of "cytotropism"  may finally happen to be, it is of 
importance for the physiologist to know that similar forces may be due 
to very general physical phenomena. 
So far as phenomena of chemotropism are concerned, they, in their 
complexity, almost certainly fall out of the scope of the following con- 
siderations,  since they mostly deal with  forces which  tend  to orient 
highly complex organisms,  which even in the absence of those forces 
possess the property of spontaneous locomotion (2, 8, 9, 10, 11,  16, 17, 
18); whereas the forces studied below cause the movement of other- 
wise immobile,  comparatively  simple  systems.  In  this  respect  the 
phenomena  of cytotropism seem to  be of a  simpler nature  than  the 
more general phenomena of chemotaxis, and may fall within the scope 
of the present investigation. 
I 
Suppose that a small drop of a substance, A, is immersed in another 
liquid, B, immiscible with A.  Let B  contain  in  a  dilute*  solution  a 
* Qualitatively  the following results hold true for any concentrations.  How- 
ever only for dilute  solutions do we possess explicit expressions for the various 
thermodynamicat  functions and therefore only for those are  we able to derive 
quantitative formulae.  The order of magnitude of all the effects concerned will 
be however the same for dilute and concentrated solutions. N.  l~nsm~vsl~Y  291 
substance C, which we suppose to be soluble both in A and in B.  We 
do not make any other assumptions as to the physicochemicM nature 
of either A, B or C.  The concentrations of C in A and B will in general 
be different.  Denoting the concentration of C in A by c' the concen- 
tration of C in B  by c, the heat  of solution of C in A  by k,  the heat 
of solution of C in B by k, we shall have:  (7, p. 462) 
c t  (X'  -  X) 
-  =,  e  xr  (1) 
C 
R  denoting  the  gas  constant  and  T  the  absolute  temperature.  We 
have 
for 
x'  ~  x.  (2) 
X,  and  correspondingly k ~,  is  defined  as  the  work which  must  be. 
done in order to bring one gram-tool of C into the corresponding solu- 
tion.  Hence if k is negative, the process of solution is exothermic. 
Next let us consider the case,  that  C  is distributed in B  non-uni- 
formly.  Let A first be situated in a region where the concentration c 
has a value cl and let us then bring the drop A  into a  region with the 
concentration  cs.  The concentration  c' of C in A  will have changed 
from ~cl to acs, a  being defined by: 
=  =  e  xr  (3) 
Let us consider the change in the free energy of the whole system: 
"drop  +  surrounding medium" which takes place as a  result of such 
a change of place of A.  The free energy of the drop will be a function 
of  the  concentration  d  =  ac,  as  well as  of the  total  pressure  and 
temperature,  the latter two factors being kept constant.  Let this free 
energy be equal to Fla for c =  cl and to F2~ for c =  c~.  The process of 
transferring the drop A from I  to 2 may be made in the following steps 
(Fig.  1):  we imagine the drop to be taken away from  1,  and at the 
same time an equal volume of B taken away from 2, and then the two 
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from 1 to 2 is necessarily accompanied by a  transfer of a  similar drop 
of the substance B from 2 to 1.  No other changes occur in the system. 
The free energy of the corresponding volume of B  is also a function 
of the concentration c of C.  Let this be F1B for  c  =  cl,  and  F2B for 
C----C2. 
Before the transfer the free energy of the system was equal to 
FIA + F~B + Fo,  (4) 
Fo  denoting  the  free  energy  of the  rest  of  the  solution.  After  the 
transfer of A  from 1 to 2, the free energy equals 
F2a +FtB + Fo.  (5) 
!  2 
B+C 
/  \ 
t  % 
|  B  1 
FIo. 1 
Hence the difference between the initial and the end state: 
~k~  =  I~2A  "J~ FIB  --  (FIA  +  F2B  )  =  ('~2A  --  "~2B)  --  (F1A  --  F1B)"  (6) 
If 5F  <  O, work is gained by moving A  from i  to 2, and according to 
the principles of thermodynamics, this work gained equals AF, regard- 
less of the path in which we moved the drop (19). 
But this means that there is a  force, which tends to move the drop 
A  from i  to 2, and that this force is derived from a potential.  Since 
both Fa and FB are functions of c, which in its turn is a function of the 
coordinates x, y, z, we may write Equation 6 as follows: 
av  =  IV  a  (~,,  y,,  ~,)  -  v B (~,,  y,  ~,)]  - 
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and  since,  as we  said,  the  work  gained  is  independent  of the  path 
along which A  is moved from the point xt, yt, z~ to x,, y2, z,, it follows 
that the force which tends to bring A  from I  to 2 is given by 
f  ~-  --  grad  (F  A  --  FB)  =~ 
d (F~  -  FB) 
dc 
grad c.  (8) 
If 
d(F  A  -  F~) 
<  0, 
dc 
the force tends to move the drop towards places of higher concentra- 
tion  of C,  otherwise --  in the opposite direction.  Such forces exist 
quite generally, except when either c is constant or else 
d (F  A  -  F~) 
m0. 
dc 
Let us now find an  explicit  expression  for the  force fi  which  will 
enable us to calculate at least its order of magnitude. 
The free energy of the drop A  is composed of two parts:  the free 
energy of the solution of C in A, and the surface energy:  FA  =  ]cA' + 
FA te 
The first part is equal to: 
F  A'=cM-c  ×' +  Rr-¢lr+Rrlg~  +Co,~t, 
where the different letters have the following meanings: 
MA -- molecular weight of A 
Mc-  "  "  "  C 
/}A  -- density of A 
V  -- volume of the drop 
and where the constant does not contain c. 
Equation  (9)  is obtained from 
F~=U--T~ 
(U-- total energy, ~  --  entropy), if for U and 
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we introduce  the  equations  (209)  and  (213)  of Planck's Thermody- 
namics (19), and if we remember that for no we must substitute 
and for nl 
V~  A 
n  o 
MA 
c'V  aV 
nl  ~-.C  ~. 
M c  M c 
The second part is equal to 
~  =  ~  (c) s  (10) 
),  (c)  being the surface tension which is in general a function of c, and 
S  --  the total surface of the drop.  For a  spherical drop of a  radius 
ro we have 
V  =  %fro  3, S  =  4~rr3 S  =  ~/36-$ V ~  (11) 
As  regards FB,  this  is  composed of one part  only, corresponding to 
equation (9), since there is no physical interface between the drop and 
the surrounding medium.  Hence: 
~'B  =  c --Mc  x  +  -~ RT  --  ,,1r  +  RT  lg ~  c  +  Const.,  (12) 
Therefore 
v[  3 
v a-v  B=c~c  ,~x'-x+~(,~-l)Rr-~,(~--a)r+ 
(a  --  1) RT  lg c +  aRT lg ~AM----~C --  RT lg 
+  ~1 (c)S +  Const.,  (13) 
From equations (8)  and  (13)  we obtain: 
.f=  _  V  aX,_X+~(a_I)RT_¢,(a_I)T+aRTlg~aM_._~__ 
--  RT lg ~  +  (or  --  1)RT lg c 
d.y(c)~ 
+8  dc  )gradc"  (14) N.  RASHEVSKY  295 
The last term in the braces represents the force due to the influence 
of C on the interfacial tension of A-B.  If this term is very large as 
compared with the others, so that the latter may be neglected, equa- 
tion  (14)  reduces to 
d ~ (c) 
f  =  --  ,.g  ~  grad  c.  (IS) 
If the addition of C decreases the surface tension, we have 
d-~ (c) 
--  <0, 
dc 
and in  this  case equation  (15)  shows that  the force will  act in  the 
direction of increasing concentration.  This is the force discussed by 
Rhumbler (23).  For 
d ~ (c) 
--  >0, 
dc 
the force would act in the direction of decreasing concentration.  This 
case, however, is very unlikely to occur, for, as is known, for substances 
which increase the surface tension, this increase is usually very small, 
whereas a decrease of surface tension due to capillary adsorption may 
be quite considerable (5, p. 383).  Hence if d--z~  is positive, it is usually 
dc 
very small,  and  the more complicated ettuation  (14)  must  be  used 
instead of equation (15). 
Considering the other extreme, that C has practically no influence on 
~,, so that 
d-r 
--  0 r 
dc 
we see that  the magnitude and direction of f  is  determined by the 
expression in the square brackets.  This latter may be either positive 
or negative, depending on the choice of the various constants, in other 
words on the nature of the substances used.  If this expression van- 
ishes, f  vanishes also.  In general, however, it will be different from 
zero, and we thus see, that even in the absence of any specific action 
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in a  field of non-uniform  concentration.  If not only both ),  and k', 
but also ak'  -  X are very large as compared With the other terms in 
the square brackets,  then  the direction of the force is determined by 
a},'  -  ~,.  If ak'  >  ~,  the  force acts in  the  direction  of decreasing 
concentrations, otherwise in the opposite direction. 
A  few words may be said to help visualize  the physical nature of 
the force which is due to the expression in square brackets of equation 
(14).  Let both k and X' be negative  and  let  [~'1  < Ik'[.  This  means 
that  when C  is  dissolved in  either A  or B,  energy is liberated.  In 
other words, there is a force of attraction between the molecules of A 
and  C  or B  and  C.  The  resultant  force acting  on a  molecule of C 
o  oo~=~o  • 
-- xo  No;9'. 
OoO  •  • 
o  -MOLECULES  OF  A 
•  -  MOLECULES  OF-  C 
F~G  2 
dissolved in A  is zero, because the molecule C is surrounded by mole- 
cules A  from all sides.  But there is a  force of attraction  between a 
molecule C (Fig. 2) dissolved in B near the surface of A, and the mole- 
cules of A.  There is also a force of attraction  between the molecules 
B  and  C,  but  the  latter  is  smaller,  since  we  assume  I~[  <  [k'[. 
Hence the presence of the drop A tends to pull all molecules of C on the 
left side of A  towards the right,  or by the law of action and reaction, 
there is a pull on A  from right to left.  The amount of this pull is the 
greater,  the more molecules of C  are present around A.  If the con- 
centration  of C is non-uniform,  and greater to the left of A, the pull 
on this side of the drop will be larger  (Fig. 2), and the drop will move 
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Thus a  drop, or a  cell of volume V, when placed in a  solution of 
non-uniform concentration, will be subject to a force, given by equa- 
tion  (14).  If  several  substances  are  dissolved  in  the  surrounding 
medium, the total force will be obtained by taking the sum of all similar 
expressions for all dissolved substances.  In special cases it may, of 
course, happen that the total force will vanish. 
So far we have considered the drop as sufficiently small, so that we 
can speak of it being "in a region of concentration c".  If the drop is 
large, the concentration will be different at different points in the drop. 
But our results hold unchanged.  By a  similar line of argument, we 
may imagine the drop to be transported from one place to another, and 
effectuate this  transportation  by infinitesimal parts,  into  which we 
can subdivide the drop.  We shall find thus, that the total force on the 
drop will be given by such an expression: 
]=-  v~-~c  ~X'--×+~(~--I)Rr--~("--I)r+~TXg~AM-----  c 
--  RT lg~  +  (a  --  1) RTlgc 
+  dS -"~c) grad c,  (16) 
the first integral being extended over the whole volume of the  drop, 
the second over its surface.  We may say, that at each point in the 
drop  a  force is  acting,  equal at  that point,  per unit volume, to the 
integrand of the first integral times grad c, and at each point of the 
surface a force is acting, equal per unit area to 
d7 
-- --  grad c. 
dc 
If  we  consider  the  most  general  case,  that  the  substance  which 
causes the above forces  are  either produced in  the drop  itself,  and 
diffuse outside, or are destroyed in the drop, and supplied from out- 
side,  we  shall  find that  each drop  is  surrounded by  a  field of non- 
uniform concentration,  and  two  similar  drops  will  therefore either 
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Let the substance C be produced inside the drop A  at a  constant 
gr. 
rate q  .  per cm.  a  If we denote the coefficient of diffusion of C in A 
rain. 
by D~, then the equation governing the whole process is 
D~ V2c  '  =  --  q 
or in polar coordinates, and on account of the spherical symmetry, 
d2c '  2  dc'  q 
dr  2  +  (17)  r  dr  D~" 
Outside of the drop, we have, 
d~c  2  dc 
d,, +  ;  ~,  o.  08) 
As regards the boundary conditions, they are as follows: 
dc t 
-  D~  -dr  =  h(c'  -  ac) 
and 
dc 
-  D.  ~  =  h(c'  -  ~c)  (19) 
for r  =  ro, ro being the radius of the drop. 
De is the coefficient of diffusion of C in B, and h is the permeability 
of the drop boundary.  We take (c'  -  ac)  and not simply (c'  -  c), 
because in absence of any diffusion processes  c'  =  ac.  Hence the 
amount diffusing through the boundary is proportional to (d  -  ac), 
being zero for c' =  ac. 
The system of equations is easily solved by a  substitution 
~P  U  Ct  =  --;  C  _~  - 
t  r 
and is in its final shape: 
~k  aq  q  c'  =  aCo  +  "°  +  US.  ,°2  +  U~,  (,°3  _  ~,)  (20) 
qro  ~  1 
c =  ~o +  3  D---~ ~"  (21) ~.  RAS~EVSKY  299 
co is the constant  concentration  of C  in B,  at infinite  distance  from 
the  drop.  We see that  inside  the  drop  the concentration  decreases 
from the center to the periphery,  outside of it it decreases with dist- 
ance like 1_.  If we neglect the difference of the heats of solution, that 
r 
is if we put a  =  1,  and  if we  assume that  D, is very large,  we find 
c  =  co; that is, the outside concentration is not affected by the pres- 
ence of the  drop,  and  remains  uniform.  Whereas  c'  reduces in  this 
case  to  expressions  which  we  derived  and  used  in  several  previous 
papers (21, 22).  If the substance is not produced, but is absorbed in 
A, we obtain the necessary expressions merely by changing  in equa- 
tions  (20) and  (21) the sign of q.  If in this case D~ is very large, we 
find 
c'  =  aCo  +  q  ro  +  aq  r  ~"  (22) 
3D,  °' 
that is, the concentration inside the drop is uniform. 
These expressions hold for an isolated drop,  surrounded by B,  the 
latter extending to infinity.  For several drops at finite distances, the 
distribution of c at any point, whether outside or inside of one of the 
drops, is obtained by a mere superposition of the solutions holding for 
each individual  drop,  since our equations  are linear.  And then  the 
forces may be computed, using equation  (16).  It may be mentioned 
that in cases when the last member in the square brackets of Equation 
16,  as well as the  surface integral,  are negligible,  the force between 
two spherical drops of finite size varies as the inverse square of the 
distance  between  their  centers. 
It  is,  unfortunately,  impossible  to  apply  our  formula  directly  to 
any experimentally  known  case,  and  this  for two reasons:  first,  the 
forces occurring in cytotropism have never been measured, and second, 
we  have  no  sufficient  knowledge  of  the  substances  produced  and 
absorbed by cells, and hence  of  the  constants,  which  enter  into  our 
formulae.  But we can make  a  rough  estimate  of the  order of mag- 
nitude of these  forces.  Remembering  that  (19) 
3 
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p  being the pressure and kl the entropy constant, and that the heats 
of solution per gram-tool are all of  the order of  101° erg, we easily 
estimate that the expression in the square brackets of Equation 14 is 
of the same order, that is  101%  Assuming the radius of the drop to 
bero  ~,  10  -S cm., we find V  ~o  10-8cm. 8  Taking  Mc  o~  100, and 
neglecting the surface force, we find that 
f  co  grad c.  (23) 
As to the possible values of grad c, we can get an idea of them from 
data published by J. Weichherz, on glucose fermentation.  From Fig. 
5of (30)  we see thatq  oo  -  10-2  gr.  cm. 3  On  page  344  of (30) 
miD. 
we find for 
CthL  2 
D,  =  2.8  X  10  -4- 
rain." 
Hence, using our equation (21),  we find 
10-8 
C  C~  Co 
r 
or 
dc  10  -s 
~  ~--T" 
For distances comparable with the radius of the drop,  that is r 
find dc  gr.  10  -3 cm., we  _  0o  10-2  and hence, with regard to  equation 
dr  cm.  4 
(23), 
f  eo  10-a dyn. 
Per cm. 3 this gives a tremendous force of about 1 kg. 
Assuming the viscosity n of the surrounding medium to be that of 
water, we find by using Stokes' formula (5, p. 85) 
/ 
U 
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that under the influence of such a force, if the latter would be uniform 
over a  comparatively large region, the drop would acquire a velocity 
of 
cm. 
u  =  50-- 
sec. 
By taking motion pictures of suspensions of cells which exert on  each 
other any kind of forces, the velocity with which they approach each 
other, or move away from each other, could be measured, and apply- 
ing Stokes' formula in case of spherical cells the forces could be esti- 
mated.  This  perhaps  is  a  way  to  a  quantitative  study  of  such 
phenomena. 
It  is  important  to  discuss  how  such  forces  would  compare  with 
electrical forces, which play a  prominent part in the living cell.  Al- 
though  the actual  potentials  are only of the order of millivolts,  the 
voltage gradients may be extremely high, due to the very small thick- 
ness of the electrical double layers, which are the seats of bioelectric 
phenomena  (3).  But just this very small  thickness  of these double 
layers (10  -ecm.) causes the range of the strong electrical  forces to be 
restricted  to  very  small  distances.  In  order  to  estimate  the  force 
which may act on a unit whose size is comparable with that of a  cell, 
we must consider voltage-gradients on a  correspondingly larger scale. 
But if two parts of a cell or a tissue, distant 10  -3 cm., have a difference 
of potential of even 100 my. this gives a voltage gradient of o~ 3 X 10  -1 
cgs.  The  surface density of the electric charge of a  colloidal particle 
for potentials of the order of 50 millivolts  is  ~  103 electrostatic  unit 
cgs. (5, Chapter  11), which gives for the total charge  of a  particle of 
the radius ro  oo  10-3 cm. the value oo  10-~ electrostatic unit cgs.  The 
force acting on such a particle in a field of the above voltage gradient 
will  be only  oo  3  )<  10  -8  dyn.  That  is,  the  forces here  considered 
may exceed  considerably the  electrical  forces.  Of  course, in  other 
cases, like  those of  electric organs,  the  latter  may be much  higher 
than  estimated  here. 
As regards the variation of the force with distance,  this may be of 
various kinds.  If in equations  (14) and  (16) the last member in the 
square  brackets  is  very  small  as  compared  with  the  others,  which 
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=  const., 
dc 
then the force becomes proportional to grad c.  If c is given by equa- 
tion (21), then/varies as the inverse square of the distance. 
However, in general the law of variation with distance will be much 
more complicated.  Especially the force due to the variation of  sur- 
face tension may vary in a  somewhat unusual way.  P. Lecomte du 
Notiy  (15)  found,  that  for  many  capillary  active  substances  the 
surface tension of the solvent decreases with increasing concentration 
of the solution, reaches a minimum and then again increases.  If the 
1  concentration c decreases with distance as -  (Equation 21),  there will 
r 
be a certain distance to, for which c has just  the critical value, corre- 
sponding to the minimum surface tension of A.  It is easily seen, that 
d~  d~  for r  >  ro, -:" <  0, and for r  <  to,  --  >  0.  In other words, the force 
dc  dc 
will be an attraction for r  >  ro, and a repulsion for r  <  ro. 
II 
Let us now discuss briefly what phenomena will result from the exist- 
ence of the above forces. 
First of all, it follows from the foregoing that not only whole cells 
will exert on each other forces of attraction and repulsion, but also 
the various parts or constituents of a  single cell will do this.  Since 
not only these  different constituents possess  a  mobility in  the  cell, 
but also cells as a whole are sometimes loosely enough connected with 
each other so as to allow relative displacements and migration of the 
cells (14, p. 210-20,  25), the geometrical arrangement of the various 
cells with respect to each other as well as the internal arrangement of 
the inner constituents of the cell will be determined by the equilibrium 
of those forces.  In the arrangement of the constituents of the indi- 
vidual cells, the electric forces, as said above, may be just as important. 
From equation (8) it follows that those forces have a potential and 
therefore the problem of the configuration of a  group  of cells in  a 
tissue reduces  to  a  problem of mechanical equilibrium.  It is  true, 
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participate  in  generating these forces, and hence as long as we do 
not know the actual distribution and magnitudes of the forces, practi- 
cally nothing is gained by this reduction to a mechanical equilibrium 
problem.  At the present stage of the problem it would be far too 
optimistic to attempt an explanation of the phenomena of determina- 
tion of organic form.  The logical way to be followed is to investigate 
mathematically the various  simplest  possible  forms,  which may be 
obtained under various assumptions about the substances, which cause 
these forces.  This will be reserved for a  future publication. 
Here let us indicate one important consequence from the foregoing: 
Imagine an aggregation of growing and dividing cells,  distributed 
at random, in which their constituents are also distributed at random. 
Under such conditions the planes of division of the individual cells 
will also be distributed at random, and as a result of this, the growth 
of all  elements of volume proceeding with  equal  probability  in  all 
directions, the aggregation will remain a  shapeless amorphous mass. 
But  all this holds true only if the above discussed forces are either 
absent, or negligible.  If such is not the case, not only will the indi- 
vidual cells tend to arrange themselves into definite geometrical pat- 
tern  under  the  influence of  the  forces,  but  in  general  the  internal 
constituents  of  the  heterogeneous  cells  will  also  be  redistributed 
according to a  definite law.  Inasmuch as the distribution of various 
materials within the cell influences the direction of theplane of division, 
these planes in various cells of the aggregate will no longer be  dis- 
tributed entirely at random.  This does not mean necessarily that they 
will all be parallel.  Such could be the case only under rather special 
conditions.  But there will be a certain preferred direction of division, 
and in general this preferred direction may be different in different 
parts of the now geometrically more definite aggregation.  As a result 
of this, the aggregation will grow at different rates in different direc- 
tions  and  will  become an  anisotropic  tissue,  endowed with  definite 
form. 
Now  let  us  again  consider  the  shapeless  aggregations,  supposing 
that due to the particular nature of the substances produced by the 
cells, the cytotropic forces are so small that they remain without any 
effect  on  the  geometrical  arrangement  of  the  cells  and  of  their 
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Let us  implant  into  this  aggregation a  group  of other cells of  a 
different  nature,  which  produce  substances  acting  very  strongly 
cytotropically.  These  substances  will  diffuse  into  the  shapeless 
aggregation, and thus a  definite field of force will be created around 
the implanted group of cells.  It must be emphasized that this field of 
force will not necessarily be symmetrical with respect to the implanted 
group.  If, due to the mutual interaction of the implanted cells, the 
implanted group possesses already a  definite anisotropy or structure, 
and if the substances in question are produced only in definite parts 
of the cells, the geometrical configuration of the field of force around 
the transplanted group may be a very complicated, highly assymetri- 
cal one.  But the field will be completely determined by the character 
of the structure of the implanted group.  Under the influence of this 
field of force, the cells of the shapeless aggregate which are adjacent to 
the  implanted  part  will  undergo  a  rearrangement,  and  instead  of 
growing at the same rate in all directions, the parts of the aggregate 
adjacent to the implanted part will acquire an anisotropy of growth. 
Whereas in the absence of the implanted part,  the aggregate would 
have grown into an amorphous, shapeless mass, it will grow now into 
a definite tissue, the structure of which will be determined by the field 
of force, around the implanted part, or in other words, by the nature 
of the implanted part.  Similarly, we  may expect an  "organizing" 
effect on a non-organized group of cells transplanted into an organized 
tissue.  Such phenomena, known as "organization" and "induction," 
are actually observed in embryological development (1,12, 13, 26-29). 
SUMMARY 
From thermodynamical considerations expressions are derived for 
the forces which will act on a liquid drop suspended in another liquid, 
if the latter contains in solution a  substance whose concentration is 
non-uniform.  It  is  shown  that  forces  of  attraction  and  repulsion 
between two such drops may result, if the drops are seats of chemical 
reactions,  which produce  substances  diffusing into  the  surrounding 
medium. 
An estimate of the order of magnitude of such forces is made, and it 
is found that they may exceed the electrical forces which would result 
from the charges which the drops may possess. N.  RASHEVS~Y  305 
A possible experimental method of studying such forces is suggested. 
The possible connection of the above forces with those observed in 
the phenomena of "cytotropism," and their beating on the physical 
explanation of organic form, especially of the phenomena of "induc- 
tion," is briefly discussed. 
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